“General Sam Houston”; a sketch of General Sam Houston by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/1151)
“Sat under the bluffs, two women”; Sketch of two women sitting under bluffs by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/404)
“Deer”; Sketch of a deer by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
“Brandon walked the deck with her uncle”; Sketch a woman and a man walking by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/427)
“Woman with Spinning Wheel”; Sketch of a woman with a spinning wheel by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/531)
“Young boy riding a stick horse”; Sketch of a boy riding a stick horse by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.